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grace 1i)ill be held and the

held, then the trophy will
tIde: It rained?

:' where i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5.

.,e points also has integer

it}:

2. (a) Use generating function to solve the recurrence relatio:

an -2an-l + an-2 = 2n-2. for. n ~ 2. and aD = 2 al = 1

(b) Find the general solution of the recurrence relation:

an -7an-l + 12an_2 = n4n for n ~ 2.

(c) Prove that the square of any integer is of the form 3n c

(d) Sh~w that every integer n > 1 can be written as a pr
s prime numbers.

Ir 3n + 1.

oduct of some series of

(2.5 x 4)

for the poset (A; I ).

~; and least elements if

,rdering? Explain.
I (a) r 2 2+v/2.

'ered set.

3. (a) Let {I, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 9,12,18., 24}. Draw a Hasse diagram

Determine all maximal and minimal elements and greates1

they exists. Is this relation on the set of integers a partial c

(b) Prove that for any polyhedral graph (a) v ~ 2 + r/2 (b)

(c) Given an example of a totally ordered set and a well ord

1

1. ( a) If it does not rain or if it is not foggy, then the sailin,

life saving demon~ion will go on. If the sailing race is
be awarded. The trophy was not awarded. Can you concl

(b) Consider 5 distinct points (Xi, Yi) with integer values

Show that the midpoint of at least one pair of these flv

coordinates.
(c) Solve the recurrence relation an -7an-l + 16an-2 -1
ao = 1 al = 4 and a2 = 8.
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four questions.

1
llIer circuit, an Euler path but

r choice.

.

h e edges and v vertices and

jo(v -2). (2.5 + 2.5)

2.

lorphic? Justify.
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i circuit, an Hamil-

.Give reasons. (2.5 + 2.5)

a b .c

d
h

.
l .

}

3.
that aRb iff a + b $ 19.

equivalence relation.

graph? Explain. (3 + 2)
4.

A = P(U) with U =

of A. Determine the lub

1.5)

Good Luck.
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Time: 50 Minutes
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rs 

are not allowed
1 (a) Is the compound statement [p -+ (q -+ r)] -+ [(P

Justify.

:v if 7n + 8 is odd.
(2+3)

2.

~ng thing.

dog is alitle and it is not a

has a heart". (4)
3.

an-I + an-2 for all n ~ 3

1. (2+3)
4

D13n+D2n3n.
r tn is tn = B12n+B2n2n+

(2+3)
5.

7.g function: an + an-l -

= 0, al = 1 and a2 = -1

(4+2)

Good Luck.
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